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VON PARIAHS (FR) 

Album: «Hidden Tensions

 

Von Pariahs’
punk, raw and straightforward melodies that meet th e power of 
the Eighties, from cold wave to no wave including s hoegaze: it’s 
as if Gang Of Four was mixed with Jesus And Mary Ch ain, Joy 
Division and Tal
Tensions»
history of French rock: real songs, smartly thought  and crammed 
with rage.
 
www.vonpariahs.com

 
 
 
Their music is in tune with their era: a mixture of rock, punk, raw 
and straightforward melodies that meet the power of the Eighties, 
from cold wave to no wave including shoegaze: it’s as if Gang Of 
Four was mixed with Jesus And Mary Chain, Joy Division an
Talking Heads. All sung with a sincere and singular British voice 
Sam, the vocalist, was born in Jersey (UK). In short, their music is 
one of a generation of artists who, thanks to the internet, quickly 
digested the history of music to better dissect i
the best parts when composing original songs turned towards the 
future. 
 
On stage, the group dominates the space, the honesty sweats off 
every note and the songs form an even more intense shape, both 
with human and wild aspects. Luz, the
and avid rock fan, even found the right words to describe the band 
after having seen them in concert: «
getting smashed in Nantes with the most promising young French 
band, the Von Pariahs, Interpolesque
sound!» 
 
Today, the six members of the Von Pariahs present the 
culmination of all their efforts: Hidden Tensions. Mixed by Stefan 
BRANDSTROM (Holograms) and recorded at Black Box recording 
studios by David Odlum (Tinariwen
Michael Declerck, this debut album has everything to bring the 
Von Pariahs into the history of French rock: real songs, smartly 
thought and crammed with rage. Just like the cover of Hidden 
Tensions, a work of art by the visual artist
strong and stripped down rock music.
 
 
 

 

 

 

Hidden Tensions» (Release: 11.04.2014)  

Von Pariahs’  music is in tune with their era: a mixture of rock,  
punk, raw and straightforward melodies that meet th e power of 
the Eighties, from cold wave to no wave including s hoegaze: it’s 
as if Gang Of Four was mixed with Jesus And Mary Ch ain, Joy 
Division and Tal king Heads. Their debut album
Tensions»  has everything to bring the Von Pariahs into the 
history of French rock: real songs, smartly thought  and crammed 
with rage.  

www.vonpariahs.com  

Their music is in tune with their era: a mixture of rock, punk, raw 
and straightforward melodies that meet the power of the Eighties, 
from cold wave to no wave including shoegaze: it’s as if Gang Of 
Four was mixed with Jesus And Mary Chain, Joy Division and 
Talking Heads. All sung with a sincere and singular British voice – 
Sam, the vocalist, was born in Jersey (UK). In short, their music is 
one of a generation of artists who, thanks to the internet, quickly 
digested the history of music to better dissect it, and retain only 
the best parts when composing original songs turned towards the 

On stage, the group dominates the space, the honesty sweats off 
every note and the songs form an even more intense shape, both 
with human and wild aspects. Luz, the famous french cartoonist 
and avid rock fan, even found the right words to describe the band 

r having seen them in concert: «Ian Curtis isn’t dead, he’s 
getting smashed in Nantes with the most promising young French 
band, the Von Pariahs, Interpolesque voice and Joy-Strokesision 

Today, the six members of the Von Pariahs present the 
culmination of all their efforts: Hidden Tensions. Mixed by Stefan 
BRANDSTROM (Holograms) and recorded at Black Box recording 
studios by David Odlum (Tinariwen ...) and Odyssey studios by 
Michael Declerck, this debut album has everything to bring the 
Von Pariahs into the history of French rock: real songs, smartly 
thought and crammed with rage. Just like the cover of Hidden 
Tensions, a work of art by the visual artist Theo Mercier, they play 
strong and stripped down rock music. 

 

 
For fans of: 
 
Gang of Four
Talking Heads
Joy Division 
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